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Erlang C formula

The Erlang C formula is a mathematical equation normally used for calculating
the number of agents that you need in a call center. It allows to estimate the

probability that a call waits, given the traffic intensity and the number of
agents available. 

It can also be used to estimate the probability that all the servers, working
together to serve a workload, are busy at the same time.  

This is especially useful in z/OS capacity planning to estimate the probability
that the zIIP eligible work can overflow to the standard CPUs, given the

number of zIIP engines and their average busy. 
It’s important to note that the resulting estimate is conservative because the
overflow to standard CPUs is not immediate but it happens with some delay. 
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Where  

 
m = number of zIIPs 

u = avg zIIP busy 
 

Example: 
 

m = 4 
u = 50% 

 
Probability of all zIIPs busy = 17,39% 

 

Measuring the CPU time: misunderstood and
unknown aspects – Part 1

CPU time is the most relevant performance metric measured at
every z/OS site.  
The reason why measuring the CPU time is considered so
important is because hardware and software costs are generally
correlated to the CPU usage or to the number of CPUs. 
 
Nonetheless some aspects of CPU related metrics are often
misunderstood or unknown.  
 
In this paper we will discuss: 
•    CPU service unit’s instability,  
•    CPU/zIIP time split and normalization issues in SMF 72, 
•    not accounted CPU time in SMF interval records, 
•    not accounted CPU/zIIP time in CICS and IMS transaction
records, 
•    CPU/zIIP time split and normalization in subsystems
measurements,  
•    CPU/zIIP consumptions for cryptography, 
•    how to avoid zIIP eligible time on CPU. 
 
"Measuring the CPU time: misunderstood and unknown
aspects – Part 1" in the subject
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We are proud to announce the Managed Availability of EPV for CICS,
the last component of the EPV product suite, designed for
performance analysis and capacity planning of CICS environments. 
 
It will be possible to install the product at selected customers sites
with close EPV support starting from mid-May. 
 
EPV for CICS inherits the standard architecture, features and
usability functions of the EPV product suite. 
 
The product menu includes the following entries:
-    Exceptions (summary of all the threshold violations highlighted
in the product pages) 
-    Critical Events (e.g. SOS abends; storage violations; MAXTASK
reached) 
-    Configuration (providing the most relevant parameters of CICS
regions, Db2 and MQ connections, CTGs) 
-    Regions (usage and performance of Tasks, TCBs, CPU, zIIP, Real
and Auxiliary storage, Paging, I/O, DSAs) 
-    Resources (usage and performance of Logging, Temporary
Storage, Transient Data, LSR pools, Files) 
-    External Subsystems (usage and performance of Db2, MQ,
CTG) 
-    Workloads (all details of CICS workload resource usage and
performance; complete navigation from CICS group to Region,
Application and Transaction; automatic statistical control of elapsed
and CPU time) 
-    User (hourly profile of selected transactions throughput,
resource usage and performance) 
-    Daily Trends (hourly and daily profile of regions throughput,
resource usage and performance) 
-    Weekly Trends (weekly trend, by time shift, of regions
throughput, resource usage and performance) 
-    Monthly Trends (monthly trend, by time shift, of regions
throughput, resource usage and performance) 
-    User Trends (hourly and daily profile of selected transactions
throughput, resource usage and performance) 
-    Reports (on demand detailed analysis of transaction activity
even in the current day) 
 
For more information, please contact EPV Technical Support. 
 
epv.support@epvtech.com

RECIPES
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Sformato di asparagi e mandorle 
 

Ingredients 
 
 

Potatoes 500 g 
Asparagus 500g 
Spring onions 3 

Sprigs of Marjoram 4 
Nutmeg 

Parmesan cheese 50g 
Peeled almonds, finely chopped 80 g 

Extra virgin olive oil 
Toasted slices of almonds 

 
 

Method 
 

Peel the potatoes and cut into 2 cm cubes on each side. Wash the
asparagus, remove the final part of the stem and cut into pieces of

about 1 cm, keeping the tips aside. 
 

Put the potatoes in plenty of cold water and bring to the boil, add a
pinch of salt and the asparagus stalks. Cook for 15 minutes, add the

asparagus tips and cook for another 5 minutes. 
 

In a frying pan, brown the spring onions, clean and chopped, with a
drizzle of extra virgin olive oil. Add marjoram leaves, the drained

potatoes and asparagus. Cook for 5-10 minutes, stirring and
crushing with a wooden spoon, then sprinkle with nutmeg, parmesan

and chopped almonds. Season with salt and pepper and remove
from the heat. 

 
Transfer the vegetables to an oiled baking pan and bake for 30-40
minutes at 200 degrees. Season with a drizzle of extra virgin olive

oil, garnish with the remaining marjoram leaves and a tablespoon of
toasted almonds. Serve warm.

 

QUOTES



““A winner is a dreamer who never gives up”” 
Nelson Mandela
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